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Page  Details of error and changes to be made 

16 The internet reference takes your to the BP website, to see their code of conduct you will need to use the search function within the BP website and search for 'code of conduct' 

59 Illustration 1: Time 1 cash flow should be 60 not 0  

93 Solution to Activity 2 part b: × 4 = 0.340 should be × 4 = 0.340 

112 Activity 3: tax paid or saved on US cash flows (at 30%) is missing for years 1 to 3. It should be 1 (i.e. (2) x 30% = 0.6 rounded to 1). 
 

171 Paragraph 5.1.3 (b), should say greater than  

251 Section 3.4 Illustration 1 (solution): the text labelled as Step 2 belongs to the end of Step1. Step 2 should be: 
Complete the actual transaction on the spot market. So $11m invoice will cost @ Feb spot rate 1.9900 =  €5,527,638 
This cost is lower because the Euro has strengthened. This means that a loss is likely to be made on the futures contract. 

267 The solution to Activity 4 should be: 
Step 1: Now (31 December) 
Type of contract: contract currency is £s and Spandau will need to buy £s (with $ receipts), so contracts to buy are needed. 
Date of contract: the earliest futures expiry date after the transaction is June so this will be chosen. 
Number of contracts: the standard contract size is £125,000. At the June futures rate of 1.9502, the no. of contracts needed is $5.1m ÷ 1.9502 =  £2,615,116. So the number of 
contracts needed is £2,615,116/£125,000 = 21 contracts (to the nearest contract). So Spandau will need to enter into 21 June contracts to buy @ 1.9502 
Step 2: End April 
Complete the actual transaction on the spot market. So $5.1m revenue will be worth @ April spot rate 2.0000 = £2,550,000 
Step 3: At the same time as Step 2 
Close out the futures contract by selling £s back to the futures market. 
31 Dec: contracts to buy £s at     1.9502 
End April contracts to sell £s at    1.9962 
Difference                                                             0.0460 
A profit has been made as the selling price is above the buying price. 
The profit can be quantified in one of two ways (either can be used): 
(a) 0.0460  125,000  21 contracts = $120,750; or 
(b) $12.50  460 ticks  21 contracts = $120,750. 
Converting $120,750 into £s at April's spot rate =  $120,750/2.0000 = £60,375 profit 
The net outcome from the futures hedge is £2,550,000 (Step 2) + £60,375 (Step 3) profit = £2,610,375 

 


